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Abstract
In many developing countries the definition of effluent standards is poor. They are either too stringent because they are based on standards from developed countries, or too relaxed and therefore not guaranteeing the safe intended uses of water. In order to define an approach for setting effluent standards that suits the needs and means of developing countries, water quality management practices in the USA, the EU, the New Independent States (NIS) and the Philippines were analysed and compared. Four criteria (protection of the environment, technical viability, economic feasibility and institutional capacity requirements) were used to assess the suitability of these practices for developing countries. It is concluded that a combined approach that is based on Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs) and Best Available Technology Not Entailing Excessive Costs (BATNEEC) is the best way to define effluent standards that restrict water pollution, against affordable costs.

1. Introduction

Water is inextricably bound up with life. As confirmed by the recent World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg (United Nations, 2002), the availability of clean water is one of the most crucial factors in human development. The general objective of Agenda 21 (United Nations, 1992) with respect to freshwater is: “…to make certain that adequate supplies of water of good quality are maintained for the entire population of this planet, while preserving the hydrological, biological and chemical functions of ecosystems, adapting human activities within the capacity limits of nature and combating vectors of water-released diseases.”

Several studies have shown that pollution levels tend to rise with increasing development, until development generates enough wealth to promote significant pollution control. This inverted-U-shaped relationship between per capita income and pollution is known as the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC; Grossman and Krueger, 1992; Rothman and De Bruyn, 1998). For many developing countries, the end of the pollution growth does not yet seem in sight, and it might take considerable time before sufficient revenues are generated for efficient pollution control. To prevent such scenario, new and creative solutions are needed to reduce pollution levels and protect water quality in developing countries.

A possible means for controlling water pollution is through defining, applying and enforcing effluent standards for waste water discharges (Konterman et al., 2003). Most developing countries nowadays apply a set of effluent standards. In many cases, such standards are copied from more developed countries. Given the unfavorable economic conditions prevailing in most developing countries, the costs associated with applying such stringent effluent standards often exceed the level of affordability. In other cases, effluent standards are set too relaxed, and do not guarantee the safe intended uses of the water body. Also, the institutional capacity to implement and control effluent standards is often inadequate. As a result, the effluent standards are not enforceable. It is therefore of importance to adopt an approach that is appropriate in terms of protection of water quality, economically and financially affordable and which takes into account available institutional capacity.

The Program Partners for Water of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management initiated a study to develop an efficient strategy for setting effluent standards that would restrict environmental risks to a maximum, against affordable cost (Konterman et al., 2003). The present paper outlines the results of this study, the approaches underlying the definition of effluent standards, followed by an analysis of the technical, economic, and institutional/regulatory considerations involved in such. The analysis is illustrared by a summary of current water management practices in the European Union, the United States, the New Independent States (NIS) and the Philippines. The suitability of these practices for developing countries is evaluated against four criteria: environmental protection, technical viability, economic feasibility and institutional capacity.
requirements. Finally, a strategy for deriving effluent standards is presented that is suited to the means and needs of developing countries.

2. Approaches in pollution control
There are two fundamentally different ways to control environmental pollution, i.e., based on the pollution prevention principle and the carrying capacity principle (Ragas, 2000). The prevention principle presupposes that all environmental pressure is potentially harmful and should therefore be prevented whenever possible. It results in standards that are based on what is technologically possible and socioeconomically feasible. The carrying capacity principle presupposes that the environment can cope with a certain amount of pollution. The challenge is to limit the pollution to a level at which no adverse effects occur. Both principles are reflected in two different approaches to set effluent standards:

- The technology-based approach focuses on prevention and reducing emission at the source (i.e. pollution prevention principle), using the best technical and practicable means available. The section Emission Limit Values describes some types of application.
- The environmental quality objective based approach (or EQO-based approach) is based on the impact of the discharge on the quality of the receiving water body (i.e. carrying capacity principle). The approach comes down to predicting future water quality, comparing it with the EQSs (see section Environmental Quality Standards), and if they are expected to be exceeded, deriving effluent standards.

The relationship between the technology- and water quality-based approaches has been subject of considerable international debate (Jirka and Summer, 1992; Stortelder and Van de Guchte, 1995; OECD, 1996; Kraemer, 1996). Both approaches were first considered to be alternative, but there now is a clear tendency to consider them complementary. In this combined approach, the effluent standards resulting from the technology-based approach are often considered minimum requirements and additional restrictions are imposed when EQSs are not met. In practice, most countries in Western Europe and the United States already more or less combine the technology- and EQO-based approaches in their assessment of wastewater discharges to surface waters. Under the European Water Framework Directive (WFD; EU, 2000), the combined approach is advocated (Konterman et al., 2003).

3. Technical viability
Both approaches for controlling point source discharges to surface waters rely predominantly on Emission Limits Values (ELVs) or discharge limits based on Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs). Whereas both are applied as “end of pipe” controls, ELVs are ultimately derived on the basis of available technologies to reduce emissions with little regard for the biological impacts of those measures. EQSs, on the other hand, are based on the ecotoxicological effects of chemicals and define concentrations below which no adverse effects may be expected (Whitehouse, 2001). Both types of standards are discussed in more detail below.
**Emission Limit Values**

Most technology-based effluent regulations discriminate between different types of point sources. For each point source category, a separate set of effluent standards or regulations is specified. These standards are commonly expressed as Emission Limit Values (ELVs). This implies that extensive knowledge of production processes and wastewater treatment techniques is required to derive technology-based effluent standards.

ELVs are applied to related industries and are usually expressed as legally binding minimum standards in permitting. They may be expressed either as a chemical concentration in the final effluent, or as a pollution load (mass) discharged per unit of time or production. Alternatively, they may be expressed as a specification of the wastewater treatment technology to be applied. Significantly, ELVs are derived on the basis of what can be achieved through the application of “Best Available Technology” (BAT). Although the term Best Available Technology implies that effluent standards are solely based on what is technologically possible, economical considerations often play an important role in the prescription of BAT standards. Terms like Best Practicable Means (BPM) or Best Available Technique Not Encompassing Excessive Costs (BATNEEC) explicitly express the involvement of economical considerations. Furthermore, it should be realized that technology-based effluent standards reflect a certain timeframe. As time advances, new and better treatment technologies become available. This implies that technology-based standards should be updated on a regular basis.

Technology-based effluent standards can differ considerably between regulatory agencies. To illustrate this, Figure 2a shows the results of a case study that compares maximum permissible pollutant loads for a plant processing 1,000 tons of cadmium per year for the production of cadmium sulphide pigment, applying the technology-based regulations of the UK, USA, Germany and the EU, respectively. The differences run up to a factor of 10. These differences can mainly be explained by a different valuation of economical considerations and the age of the regulations (Ragas and Leuven, 1999).

**Environmental Quality Standards**

The aim of setting EQSs is to protect or safeguard water quality with regard to its different functions (bathing water, drinking water production and fishery). For example, a minimum water quality can be defined for all water bodies and more strict EQSs may be imposed for protection of specific functions. An EQS indicates a quality level that should minimally be maintained to prevent unacceptable adverse impacts on the water system. It is a quantitative specification of an abstract policy goal like “sustainable development” or “the protection of human health and ecosystems”. An EQS can take various forms, for example a concentration level, a biological integrity indicator or a measure of toxicity. Important for definition is a clear spatial specification (Haans et al., 1998), i.e. to which part of the water body the EQS applies. Omission will limit its administrative implementation (Jirka et al., 2004).

Technical implementation of EQSs in the water quality management process involves two important stages (DCIW, 2000):

1. Quantifying EQOs into a tangible set of Environmental Quality Standards (EQS);
2. Defining effluent standards for individual discharges based on EQSs, through what is often referred to as an immission assessment.

**Step 1: Defining EQSs**

The first step in the derivation of EQSs is the establishment of the desired protection level for the subjects and resources that need to be protected against the adverse impacts of water pollution (e.g., humans, ecosystems, specific species or certain functions like the production of drinking water). This step involves various normative choices and therefore belongs to the area of politics. Differing choices may result in differing EQSs. Among location and ecosystem specific considerations, this is an important reason for differences in EQSs between countries (Haans et al., 1998; Ragas, 2000). Once the protection levels are established, the actual EQSs can be derived. This step is primarily scientific in nature. The aim is to relate the presence of water pollution to the manifestation of adverse effects in the water system. For each of the protected subjects and resources, separate EQSs should be derived. Consequently, these can be integrated into a set of EQSs that protects all the subjects and resources. In practice, EQSs are often based on the assignment of functions to (parts of) the water system, whereby separate sets of EQS may be defined for water bodies used for bathing, drinking
water production and for fishery, or for water bodies with particular ecological values. Furthermore, it is noted that, in many cases, a limited availability of time and resources necessitate a water quality manager to set priorities, whereby priority should be given to those policy measures that improve the water quality in the most efficient way. Such prioritization determines important choices such as the number and type of substances for which standards are set, as well as the complexity of techniques used for water quality management, including defining and monitoring the EQS’s (Ragas, 2000; Scheren et al., 1998, 1999 & 2004).

Step 2: Immission assessment
The main aim of an immission assessment procedure is to safeguard that wastewater discharges do not impair the quality of the receiving water body in an unacceptable way. It comes down to predicting future water quality based on current level of pollution and future control measures, comparing it with environmental quality standards (EQSs) and, if necessary, deriving additional emission limits (ELVs). Figure 3 is a schematic presentation of an immission assessment procedure. The basic ingredients are (1) EQSs, (2) a water quality model, and (3) input data. The core of the immission assessment procedure is the water quality model. This model can be anything in between a simple set of calculation rules and a complex computer model (Ragas et al., 1997). It uses the data on the receiving water body, the projected discharge and other discharges to predict the (future) water quality. This predicted water quality (PWQ) is then compared with the available EQSs. If they are exceeded, the future water quality is considered unacceptable and additional emission limits should be imposed on the discharge. The calculations of the water quality model are reversed to derive effluent standards that are compatible with the applicable EQSs.

The development and implementation of an immission assessment procedure involves a series of normative and practical considerations that are closely interrelated:
- How to deal with multiple dischargers?
- How to deal with mixing zones?
- How to deal with temporal variations in effluent and system characteristics?
- How to deal with the exchange of substances between compartments?
- How to deal with mixture toxicity and multiple stressors?
- How to deal with uncertainty?

These normative issues do not necessarily apply to all discharges to the same extent. For conventional pollutants such as BOD, nitrogen and phosphate, major normative issues are waste load allocation among multiple discharges, tolerance of a formal mixing zone and dealing with temporal variations in effluent and system characteristics. For toxic pollutants such as metals and persistent organic pollutants (POPs), the exchange of substances between compartments, mixture toxicity and acute toxic effects within the mixing zone are also important.

Figure 2b gives an impression of the possible implications of normative considerations on EQO-based effluent standards. Maximum permissible cadmium loads are calculated for the afore-mentioned pigment production plant, applying water quality models, input data and EQSs as prescribed by various regulatory agencies within Germany, the UK, the Netherlands and the USA. Differences run up to more than a factor of 30.
4. Economical feasibility

In economic terms, both approaches to effluent standard definition have pros and cons. First of all, the investment costs and operational costs for implementation and operating of an efficient EQO-based approach are generally higher than for the technology-based approach. Namely, the definition of EQSs requires a more complex approach, requiring more data, modeling and monitoring activities than a more straightforward technology-based approach. On the other hand, standards based on the EQO-based approach are directly linked to realizing certain economic use values for water (drinking water supply, fishery, biodiversity, etc.). The aim therein is to assure ‘cost-effectiveness’ (not stricter than necessary to realize certain water quality objectives and therewith certain use values of water and related economic benefits). When applying technology-based standards, these may in cases be too strict (incurring high costs) to realize the desired use values of water, or too loose, leading to situations where certain economic use values of water are not realized.

In view of these considerations, it should be evaluated on a case by case basis whether the EQO-based approach, the technology-based approach or a combination of the two is more cost-effective and economically viable from a polluters perspective.

5. Institutional capacity

The institutional framework consists of the organizational conditions and procedures to ensure regulation of activities by all legal persons, to be carried out attending the principles, goals and policies adopted by the authorities. For regulation, instruments such as laws, decrees, resolutions, guidelines, standards, and economic instruments are needed to establish the sanctions and penalties to be applied by administrative or judiciary authorities when regulations fail to be complied with. In order to reduce pollution to the desirable level, the way of regulation is crucial. Legislation in itself provides the framework, but the means of regulation determines the exact effect on industry, in terms of response (D’Arcy and Frost, 2001). Command and control, market-based incentives, and voluntary action of the private sector, identify some of the most common regulatory options. Command and control regulation refers to direct standards, including quantitative limits on pollution levels and technology specification. Market-based incentives involve economic instruments such as taxes, fees, subsidies and marketable permits. In developing countries, new regulatory institutions are often unable to enforce conventional discharge standards at the factory level. Many regulators recognize that such standards are not cost-effective because they require all polluting factories to toe the same line, regardless of abatement costs and local environmental conditions (Worldbank, 1999). However, market-based strategies do not specify the use of any particular pollution control technology: rather, they give polluters the flexibility and incentive to find the most cost-efficient means of achieving pollution control targets (O’Shea,
Economic instruments are therefore promising for developing countries in terms of affordable pollution control. An example of a financial incentive is charging polluters for every unit of their emissions. As results from programs in Colombia, China, and Philippines have shown, many managers opt for serious pollution control when they face steep, regular payments for emissions. And pollution charges not only cut emissions but generate public revenue as well—which in turn can support local efforts to control pollution (Worldbank, 1999).

Changing pollution behavior involves cultural transformations for which education and awareness rising are important prerequisites. In developing countries, public education regarding the sources and impacts of pollution provides a powerful lever for improving the lives of poor people. Citizens may suffer greatly from emissions even as industry’s pollution intensity declines, but armed with good information, they can work with environmental agencies and elect political leaders willing to pressure factories to curb emissions.

A possible way of supplying information and raising awareness is the use of simple rating systems to publicly recognize factories that adhere to local and national pollution standards—and to train the communal eye on those that do not. By classifying factories based on their reported emissions, and widely broadcasting the results, regulators are enabling communities to identify serious polluters and pressure them to clean up. This channel for “informal” regulation has proven to be potent, even in cases where formal regulation is weak or absent. Indonesia and Philippines, in particular, have shown that such public disclosure programs can curb pollution at modest cost (Worldbank, 1999).

The efficiency and effectiveness of pollution control and prevention strategies depend on the right combination of regulatory mechanisms, backed by adequate monitoring and surveillance and supported by sufficient capacity. The arising choices are strongly related to the chosen approach of pollution control.

6. Practices in Western Europe and the USA

The European Union (EU) regulates point source pollution through the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive (IPPC; EU, 1996) and the Water Framework Directive (EU, 2000). The IPPC Directive concentrates on the technology-based approach. BAT reference documents (BREFs) are produced by the European IPPC Bureau which Member States are required to take into account when determining best available techniques generally or in specific cases (EIPPCB, 2004). The WFD applies a combined approach. On the source side, it requires that all existing technology-based controls must be implemented as a first step. On the effects side, it requires that where the measures taken on the source side are not sufficient to achieve the applicable environmental quality objectives, additional measures are required.

The practical implementation of the technology- and EQO-based approaches differs considerably between EU member states (Haans et al., 1998). In the UK, both approaches are reasonably well elaborated, with ample documentation, support and scientific argumentation, at high data requirement and related costs. The guaranteed level of protection is high for substances for which EQSs apply, but it is limited in the absence of EQSs and a formalized mixing zone approach. The Netherlands recently introduced an immission test with moderate data requirements, a reasonable to high guaranteed level of protection and moderate estimated costs (DCIW, 2000). Documentation and users supports are still in the process of development. In Germany, the technology-based approach (BAT) is widely applied while the elaboration of the EQO-based approach is still limited. This leads to relatively low costs and low data requirement.

In the USA, this combined approach is laid down in the Clean Water Act. Effluent standards resulting from the technology-based approach are considered minimum requirements, and additional restrictions can result from an immission assessment procedure that involves the application of EQSs, a water quality (mixing zone) model and system characteristics. Technology-based effluent standards are laid down in codified regulations (Code of Federal Regulations). The EQO approach is well documented and supported (US-EPA, 1991). The data requirements of the procedures followed in the USA generally seem (very) high, as are the estimated costs. A high guaranteed level of protection rewards this approach.

7. Practices in developing countries

In most developing countries, the technology-based approach is applied, but a growing number of cases of the EQO-based approach are arising. In this study, some particular experiences with the EQO-based approach are studied. In the NIS countries (Box 1) the EQO-based approach is applied but not in a very effective manner. A case study in the Philippines (Box 2) shows that the main systems of the EQO-based approach are in place with respect to the Laguna de Bay area.
It can be concluded from the case studies that the EQO-approach is applied with varying success in developing countries. The NIS-countries experience difficulties in setting realistic EQSs (too much EQSs or too stringent) and in enforcing the resulting effluent standards (lack of institutional capacity and/or lack of finance to maintain the system, system too complicated and/or effluent standards too stringent to enable enforcement). In the Philippines, the elements are in place but monitoring is still limited.

Case study 1: The NIS countries

The New Independent States (NIS) are the former USSR states in Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia that have become independent, e.g., Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Water quality and discharge regulations in the NIS countries have largely remained unchanged since its establishment in the former Soviet Union. Companies require a discharge permit with effluent standards. Dispersion models are used to derive effluent standards that are compliant with EQSs that have been formulated for over 1,200 pollutants. These EQSs are determined exclusively on the basis of zero human exposure, without consideration of the technical or economic feasibility of compliance with them. The result is that EQSs and the resulting effluent standards are unrealistically strict (see Table 1) and are used in practice (even though they are not envisioned in the law in some countries, as in Ukraine) with a goal of step-by-step attainment of EQSs. These limits are negotiable between the enterprise and regional environmental authorities on a case by case basis as a part of the permitting process. Environmental agencies have wide discretionary powers and few guidelines for negotiating the temporary limits, which creates space for corruption. Pollution charges in the NIS are levied on a large number of water pollutants. They are integrated with systems of enterprise-specific discharge limits specified in permits. The basic rates of the charges apply for discharges within the limits, whereas higher non-compliance fees (typically a multiple of the basic rate – from 20% in Uzbekistan to 15-fold in Belarus) are levied on exceedances of the limits. The charge system has been very ineffective because of the huge number of pollutants involved, the limited monitoring facilities and the charges are too low to provide an incentive for reducing pollution. Enforcement of effluent standards is also a serious problem in the NIS countries because of unfeasible requirements, lack of political commitment, declining institutional capacity and lack of support of the court system. The existing NIS environmental quality monitoring systems suffer from the dispersion of monitoring functions, low quality of monitoring equipment and laboratories, and the lack of exchange and incompatibility of the data collected by different agencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
<th>Kazakhstan</th>
<th>EU (78/659/EEC for salmonid fish)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOD5</td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended solids, mg/l</td>
<td>Background + 0.75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper, mg/l Cu</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc, mg/l Zn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case study 2: Laguna de Bay, Philippines

Laguna de Bay is one of the largest freshwater lakes in Southeast Asia. It is located on the Philippine island of Luzon, and forms the eastern boundary of Metropolitan Manila. The Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) oversees environmental compliance of companies around the Laguna de Bay. Any company or person that discharges liquid waste into the Laguna de Bay Region has to secure a permit from LLDA. Effluent standards are based on a national water quality classification scheme (DENR AO 34, 1990). This scheme contains five classes of fresh and inland waters (classes AA, A, B, C, and D) and four classes of marine and coastal waters (classes SA, SB, SC and SD. A specific set of effluent standards has been developed for each water quality class. These standards limit the maximum pollutant concentration in the effluent for 12 conventional parameters and 8 toxic substances.

Besides effluent restrictions, companies are required to pay an annual fee for every unit of pollution they discharge. It is composed of a fixed fee that depends on the volumetric rate of discharge ($191 - $573) and a variable fee which is based on the pollution load. Violation of effluent standards is punishable by a Cease of Desist Order (CDO), which implies stoppage of the discharge plus a fine. Regulations are enforced by LLDA through an effluent and water quality monitoring program. For the initial 120-150 firms in the program, LLDA has assigned 35 staff to monitor each facility four times a year. As discharge fees are collected, LLDA will hire more staff and add more firms to the system.

The ability of LLDA to fund the program adequately through discharge fees is what makes it unique in the Philippine government’s effort to reduce pollution. Water quality of Laguna the Bay is monitored by LLDA on a regular basis. There are currently 13 monitoring stations.

8. A combined approach for developing countries

Based on the theoretical study of technical, regulatory and institutional aspects as well as the experiences in the case studies, a summary of opportunities and constrains of both approaches as well as their combination was made (Table 2). The criteria used for comparison of the various responses are (i) protection of the environment, (ii) technical viability, (iii) economic feasibility, and (iv) institutional capacity requirements.

Main opportunities of the EQO-based approach are direct linkage to environmental requirements and sensitivity, and prescribing pollution control measures will not be stricter than necessary. Next to this, the financial burden of measures may be less while at the same time flexibility is created for taking into account ability-to-pay. The main constraint, especially for developing countries, is the fact that it is technically and institutionally more complicated to implement and operate, implying also that the system will be more costly. For example, to derive EQSs sufficient biological effects data are required. Main opportunities of the technology-based approach lie therein that lower requirements regarding technical and institutional capacity are needed, which might make the system less complicated to implement and operate. ELV’s are based on chemical data that are relatively easy to acquire. Consequently, it is less costly from an institutional perspective (note: the cost to polluters may be higher, making the overall cost of implication actually higher). Main constraints are that the approach does not always guarantee that specific environmental objectives will be met. In other cases the required level of pollution control measures might be high, which in turn might lead to high costs for polluters and a low affordability among dischargers.

The study has concluded that it is possible to define a combined approach which partly offsets some of the constraints of both approaches, while the key opportunities are preserved. At the basis of this approach is a set of technology-based standards that reflects Best Available Technology Not Entailing Excessive Costs (BATNEEC) to prevent avoidable pollution. An exception is made for persistent substances for which effluent standards should always be based on BAT. In addition, water quality should be checked against a set of clear and adequate EQSs. Where limits are breached, more
stringent effluent standards should be prescribed. For developing countries however, it is recommended that this water quality-based approach should in first instance be applied only in selected priority areas, i.e., pristine and highly polluted areas, or areas with important economic use values or public health risks. This will reduce the institutional capacity requirements, while still ensuring sufficient protection of the environment. To account for the limited resources of the developing countries, the BATNEEC-standards may be less stringent than the BAT-standards used in developed countries if the carrying capacity of the receiving water body is sufficient (e.g., a large water body with limited wastewater influent). In time, with institutional, technical and financial capacity increasing, BATNEEC standards could be upgraded to BAT and the EQO-approach could be implemented in the entire country. The recommended approach will reduce the technical and institutional complexity concerned with a mainstream water quality-based approach, while still ensuring sufficient protection of the environment.

Table 2. Opportunities and constraints of the water quality-based, technology-based and combined approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water Quality-based</strong></td>
<td>Direct link to environmental objectives</td>
<td>Technically and institutionally complex, and therefore costly to manage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measures not stricter than necessary, limiting financial burden and technical demands for polluters</td>
<td>Possible inequalities of polluters by law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved acceptability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology-based</strong></td>
<td>Prevents avoidable pollution</td>
<td>No guarantee for meeting environmental objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower requirements in technical and institutional capacity; therefore cheaper and easier to manage</td>
<td>Pollution control measures can be unnecessarily stringent, incurring high costs for polluters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equality of polluters by law</td>
<td>Provides few arguments for acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined</strong></td>
<td>Ensures meeting environmental quality objectives while preventing avoidable pollution</td>
<td>Technically and institutionally more complex than the technology-based approach, and therefore more costly to manage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduces financial burden and technical demands for polluters through less stringent standards</td>
<td>Possible inequalities of polluters by law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limits technical and institutional constraints of the water quality-based approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved acceptability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, it should be noted that this study focussed on point sources. However, diffuse sources are becoming increasingly important in the overall pollution problem of developing countries and require approaches that differ from the conventional means of practice (D’Arcy and Frost, 2001). For example, marketable permits allow flexible pollution control of point sources, but can also be used in relation to diffuse sources in the shape of land-use permits (O’Shea, 2002).
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